REPORT OP TEACHERS' MEETING
Monday, March 31, 1919.

Mr. Hoscheur:

The question of where we should obtain

the Silent Unity workers, came up in that department today,
and in as much as the suggestion which I made there, concerns
the work done here, I thought it might be well to mention it
again.

It seems to me that those who wish to come into Silent

Unity should have previous preparation,- and the work done
here and the Correspondence Course, might be the basis of
their entrance into that department of the work.

Let them

also take instruction in typewriting in the Business School
provided for that purpose.

It would be well If those who

come here to study could understand that Silent Unity is the
final step in their education along this line, and then they
would have something to look forward to, and work for.

This

would give us better prepared workers in Silent Unity also.
My idea was that those who come here to study, be given a few
weeks' instruction in the classes here, and perhaps all or part
of the Correspondence Course.

If such an arrangement could be

malde, it would solve the problem of having eligibles for Silent
Unity, and at the same time give the workers in this department
something to look forward to, to know that Silent Unity workers
were to be taken from the local department.
Mrs7. Palmer:

I am not sure that we, as a body, are in

a a position to discuss this.

It has always been my under-

standing that Silent Unity is under Mr. Charles Fillmore's
charge, and personally I feel that I would not like to discuss this matter, unless invited to do so, by him.

-2Mr. Hoscheur:

I am assuming that Mr. Fillmore is as much

interested in this work as he is in Silent Unity, and it seems
to me that in this body we are to discuss the good of all the
work, in every department.

However, if for any reason a move

like that should not be attempted, it would be well to drop
the matter now.

I am not urging this, but merely making a

suggestion.
Lowell Fillmore:

I think Mr. Hoscheur's idea is a good

one, and I feel sure that we are all working for the good of
the School, and would give only the best suggestions. However.
I understand there is a committee who select and pass on the
new members admitted to Silent Unity, yet soke of the suggestions
made here might be valuable to them.

If there is anything we can

suggest here for the good of any department, let us do it, and
our suggestions can be laid before the proper ones, and used, if
practical. We are, as I said before, all interested in this
work, so I believe it would be in order for us to discuss this
and make suggestions. As a theory Mr. Hoscheur's idea is a
splendid one, but I believe it would not work out in every
case, for there are certain people who come here who, through
temperaments or physical disabilities, are not fitted for that
work.

It might be too that many people who comehere, although

they have never been here beforo to study with us, would not
require this

line of work.

But Mr. Hoscheur's suggestion is

a good one.
Mrs. Croft:

I think it is well to consider all suggestions.

All teachers should be as one in purpose.

It would be a good

idea if the teaching here could be carried on so that if our

students make application to Silent Unity, it would be considered. However, I question whether it would be b;ood to hold
that before the student as the ultimate of his study here, for
it might cause disappointment in a few cases.

It is a matter

for thought.
Mr. Hoscheur:

It was not my idea that all who come here

to study should go into Silent Unity, but that those who are
studying here should have the first chance, or opportunity, to
go there.

I am sure the idea would work out all right.

Mf. Whitney:

This is altogether a new question to me, as

I did not hear the discussion this afternoon.

The question to

my mind is whether the average student who has spent the time
in attending lessons and classes, be willing to go into Silent
Unity and spend the time necessary there to derive full benefit
from the work. Silent Unity looks like a place where many
mysteries will be revealed, and the new workers there finds a
lot of mechanical work along with the other work, and first
impressions do not always come up to their expectations.
Would the new student be willing to go there and serve his
time, getting thoroughly acquainted with the work?

One must

be-there long enough to get away from first impressions. No
one can go there and get into the heart of the work in a few
weeks.

Would those people be willing to go there and study

long enough to get the full benefits?
Lowell Fillmore:

This is a matter that would certainly

call for judgment in the handling of it, but we might select
the Silent Unity workers from the local workers, and I believe
there are also people out in the field who would make good
workers.

It is true, as Mr. Whitney has said, that people do

not at first see the benfits of this work in a short time, and

-4a person's first ideas are all of the outer and mechanical
part of the work, but he gradually works through that and
gets into the heart of the work there.
Lira O'Neill:

I have been meeting endless inquiries in

the Library concerning a Summer Schedule, here at Unity, and I
am wondering how to answer these queries.

There are many people

who consider spending their summer vacations at Unity and these
people would like the assurance of a summer schedule of some
sort, and if we do adopt such a schedule it would be well to
have it in mind and begin to advertise it.
Mr. Lynch:

I am much in favor of a summer schedule if

we could have the course so formulated that it would cover
only a period of two or three weeks, but not longer. As the
classes are conducted now, each course covers two or three
months, and the majority of persons who come here on their
vacations, have not such a long time to remain.
Lowell Fillmore:
out in the country?

"/hat would you think of a Summer School

How would it be to lease some ground and

put up tents, and advertise a Summer School, and let the students
remain on the grounds all the time if necessary?
Mr. Hoscheur:
kind.

I am heartily in favor of a move of this

It has been in my mind for a long time.

I have often

thought if we could have a Summer School in the Ozarks, how
good it would be, and practical as well, to my mind.

It would

be a wonderful thing for the people, and it would spread the
work very rapidly.

Such a school would be a place for people

to go for their summer outings, and they would also keep in touch
with us after the close of the summer's work.
Lowell Fillmore:

I remember in 1901 we had a Summer

-5School in Manitou, which was very successful.

One woman came

from St. Louis to study with us, and on the train she met a
young man who was on his way to Colorado for his health. He
offered to assist her to the school, and we invited him to
stay. (He if as a Catholic, by the way)

He became much interested,

and was healed, and is now a subscriber to our magazines.
Mrs. Burbridge: Most denominations have summer schools
and camps, and I should think this would be a very good idea for
us to carry out.- I have attended various camps of this kind,
and at one camp met quite a number of Unity people. Ihey wished
to have their own meetings, so we formed our own class and conducted the meetings as we wished, and I assure you they were delighted to find some one from Unity.
Mrs. Croft:

I believe this would be an excellent thing.

Colorado would be a very good place, but is it not rather too late
in the day to plan for a summer school for this year?

Such a

thing would need to be advertised a year ahead.
Lowell Fillmore:

I think that is the way it would work

out, but we could have a summer course here this summer, and
work with a view to working this other idea out next year.
Mr. January;

I wonder if there is not the nucleus of

an idea in Mrs. Burbridge's suggestion.

It might be that we

could send someone to these various camps she mentions, to get
the Unity people together, and conduct Unity services.
Mr. Ingraham:

I think the Summer School is a very practical

idea, but the thing we have to meet sooner or later, is not a
Summer School in the Ozarks or Colorado, but Summer Schools
every place. We must get our forces together as quickly as
possible, for this demand is going to call for every field

-6worker we can possibly supply, and more too.

It is becoming

a question of Conventions carried out much as the Chautauquas
are carried out now.

There are Centers opening up in every

direction, and it will soon be necessary to send a band of workers
out to work in a circuit, covering every territory.
There is
soon to be
.plenty of work to keep our Field workers busy all the time,
for the work is growing rapidly.

It is becoming a question of

every one who aspires to be a Lecturer becoming so saturated
with the idea and ideal of the work that he is ready to devote his whole time to it.
Mrs. O'Neill:

It would be well if we are to have a

Summer Schedule to arrange for it as soon as possible, for
it will soon be time for the summer vacations to begin, and
we should have the idea worked out by that time.
Mrs. Croft:

I suggest that the Class Committee prepare

and present a plan for a Summer Schedule, at our next meeting.

